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SUMMARY/OVERVIEW:

Although stable operating regimes for cryogenic coaxial injectors have been empirically determined, there

is no knowledge of the spray characteristics corresponding to stable operation, or the physical processes which

produce the atomization patterns that result in stable or unstable operation. The current engineering method for

determining the stable operating regime of a cryogenic coaxial injector is the 'hydrogen temperature ramping'

method, however there is no definitive knowledge of whether the hydrogen temperature influences the chamber

stability by decreasing the injected gas velocity, by affecting a recirculation region at the base of the LOX post, or

by changing the pressure drop across the injector, allowing chamber pressure oscillations to couple to the fuel feed

system. Results for the injector response from a linearized lumped-element model are presented as a function of

temperature and frequency. LDV measurements in the recess region at the base of the LOX post show reverse flow

indicative of a recirculation region. Finally, Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA) measurements of droplet size

and velocity distributions are discussed for a coaxial injector element similar to the SSME preburner element

operating with water and air at atmospheric pressure and liquid and gaseous nitrogen at 20 bars.

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION:

In the 'hydrogen temperature ramping' test one or more injectors are placed in a combustion chamber and

hot fired while the temperature of the gaseous hydrogen being injected is slowly reduced until a spontaneous

instability occurs. The physical significance of the hydrogen temperature ramping technique comes from the

atomization process occurring in coaxial injectors where the high velocity outer gaseous hydrogen flow strips

droplets from the lower velocity inner liquid oxygen flow. Experiments at ONERA using water as the liquid oxygen

simulant have shown that a higher relative velocity between the two flows, one gaseous and the other liquid, results

in smaller dropletsL Lowenng the gaseous hydrogen temperature increases its density, thus lowering its injection

velocity relative to the liquid in order to maintain the same mass flow and therefore the same fuel-to-oxidizer ratio.

Wanhamen et al have shown that it is not the hydrogen temperature itself causing the transition to instability but

Wingen, L., "Coaxial Injector Spray Characterization for the Ariane 5 Vulcain Engine," 6th Annual Conference
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theratioofthegastoliquidiniectionvelocities:. From this one might infer that the instability arises from a decline

in droplet burning efficiency because of an increase in the liquid oxygen drop sizes along with an extension in the

length of the atormzation zone. A primary, purpose of the experiments is to identify what effect the velocity ratio

has on atomization and pressure drop across the injector to provide a better understanding of this cornmon stability

rating technique.

Another proposed explanation for the emergence of unstable operation m the hydrogen temperature ramping

test is that a recirculation region acting as a flameholder exists downstream of the LOX post tip. Below a minimum

relative velocity between the liquid oxygen and gaseous hydrogen, the recirculation region becomes too weak to act

as a flameholder and the combustion zone moves away from the injector face to a location where it can interact

more strongly with the chamber acoustic modes. Liang and Schumann have examined this idea with an experimental

and computational investigation of gaseous oxygen and hydrogen coaxial in lectors 3. They examined several

injectors designed to produce recirculation regions of different sizes but found that all injectors tested showed the

combustion region anchored to the base of the injector. Whether this conclusion applies to liquid oxygen and

gaseous hydrogen coaxial injectors has yet to be experimentally proven.

Some previous experimental evidence has indicated that the spontaneous instability condition for a

hydrogen/oxygen rocket was determined by the hydrogen pressure drop through the injector 4._. Below a critical

minimum value for the pressure drop, chamber oscillations evidently can couple to the propellant feed system,

causing a combustion instability in the chamber. However, the value of this critical pressure drop was a function

of the injector and chamber design.

The first nine months of the grant period were spent designing a liquid nitrogen cooled heat exchanger to

lower the temperature of the injected gas, either hydrogen or helium, from ambient down to 80K. The design has

been completed and construction has begun. The heat exchanger will be used for the final series of experiments

to simulate the hydrogen temperature ramping test.

An injector with the same dimensions as the SSME preburner injector has been constructed. The SSME

prebumer injector was selected because the test facility is capable of providing the required gas and liquid mass flow

2Wanhainen, J.P., Parish, H.C. and Conrad, E.W., Effect of Propellant Iniection Temperature on Screech in

.20,000-Pound Hydrogen-Oxygen Rocket Engine, NASA TN D-3373, April 1966.

3Liang, P.-Y. and Schumann, M.D., "A Numerical Investigation of the Flame-Holding Mechanism Downstream

of a Coaxial Injector Element," Proceedings of the 24th JANNAF Combustion Meeting, CPIA Publication 476, Vol.
3, Oct. 5-9, 1987, pp. 599-610.

_Conrad, E.W., Bloomer, H.E., Wanhainen, J.P. and Vincent, D.W., Interim Surmnar3, of Liquid Rocket
Acoustic-Mode-lnstabiliw Studies at a Nominal Thrust of 20,000 Pounds, NASA TN D-4968, Dec. 1968.

5Hannum, N.P., Russell, L.M., Vincent, D.W. and Conrad, E.W., Some lniector Element Detail Effects on
Screech in Hydrogen-Oxygen Rockets, NASA TM X-2982, Feb. 1974.
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ratesfor afull sizeinjectorandaslargeaninjectoraspossiblewasdesiredto providethepossibilityof optical

access.Theinitialtestsof theinjectorusedair andwaterinjectingintoatmosphericambientpressure.PDPA

measurementsweremadeof thedropletsizeandvelocityasa functionof axialandradialposition.Boththe

magnitudesandthetrendsof themeasuredSautermeandiametersandvelocitiesagreewellwithresultsobtained

byZallerandKlem6usingasimilarinjectorandairandwaterflowrates.Themainpurposeforthislimitedseries

of testswastoconfirmtheoperationofthePDPAsystemaswellastheinjector.TheeffectsofvaryingthePDPA
PMTvoltageandof takingmeasurementsthroughplexiglasswindowsof varyingthicknesswerequantified.A

windowedcoldflowhighpressurechamberhasbeendesigned,constructedandpressuretestedto 9MPa. Asan

initialstepin theinvestigationof theatomizationbehaviorof cryogeniccoaxialiniectors,liquidnitrogenwas

selectedasanappropriatesimulantto liquidoxygenbasedontheirsimilarthermophysicalproperties.Thefuel

simulantforthesefirsttestswasgaseousnitrogen.TheLN2/GN2flowrateswerecomputedfromthenominalexit

velocitiesof LOX/GH2in theSSMEfuelpreburnerinjector.Atachamberpressureof 10barit wasnotpossible

topreventcavitationatthelowestattainablesupplytemperatureoftheliquidnitrogen.Basedonthevaporpressure

of LN_atthattemperature,achamberpressureof approximately20barwasrequiredtoavoidthisphenomenon.

Tests were pursued in which the pressure was maintained above 20 bar but yielded a dense spray that could not be

measured satisfactorily by the PDPA. To obtain acceptable spray data it will be necessary to move further

downstream in the spray and/or reduce the mass flow rate. These actions will be pursued in future tests.

The original injector design was modified in order to allow LDV access into the recess region. This was

accomplished by inserting a pyrex tube concentrically around the LOX post, such that the fuel annulus was defined

by a transparent boundary 0.04 in. thick. The inner diameter of the fuel annulus is 0.197 in. Gaseous nitrogen

and water at flow rates of 1.8 gm/s and 1 gm/s respectively were used. From Figure 1, it can be seen that

recirculation does in fact exist within the recess region and the magnitudes of the axial velocities in this region

appear consistent with the given flow conditions as does the trend on going from a high velocity gas to a low

velocity liquid.

A simple model based on the Rayleigh criterion was constructed for the flow dynamics of several processes

in the system to determine the effect of various design and operating parameters on combustion stability. The

mechanisms included are the fuel flow through the injector, the vaporization of oxidizer in the chamber, and the

flow of exhaust gases through the nozzle. Figures 2 and 3 show the effect of fuel temperature on the injector

response for a chamber pressure of 21.4 bars and a gaseous fuel flow rate of 0.064 kg/s. Both graphs indicate that

decreasing fuel temperature increases the response. At a frequency of 1 kHz significant variations in response

occur. Figure 2 indicates that the injector response is positive over a wide frequency range while Figure 3 shows

that the injector response for certain frequencies can abruptly switch from stabilizing to destabilizing as the fuel

_'Zaller, M., and Klem, M., "Shear Coaxial Injector Spray Characterization," Proceedings of the First

International Symposium on Liquid Rocket Engine Combustion Instability, Jan. 18-20, 1993, University Park, PA.
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temperatureis reduced. This supports the previous hypothesis that many low-frequency instabilities are due to the

coupling of the feed system with the chamber acoustic modes. Results of this analysis will be compared to chamber

high frequency pressure measurement. Measuremems of the injector pressure drop as a function of the relative

gas/liquid flow velocity and injector geometry are planned. The results of these measurements will be used as input

to a stability model of the propellant feed system to determine the magnitude of the influence of the injector pressure

drop on the combustion stability of the entire motor.
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Fig. 1 LDV measurements of the mean axial velocity in the injector recess

region showing reverse flow.
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